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This research aims at describing the meaning of sign at the object in Lucy movie 
script by Luc Besson. This research focuses on what are the meaning of icon, index, and 
symbol in Lucy movie script by Luc Besson. This research applies qualitative method. 
The primary data in this research is acquired from Lucy movie script written by Luc 
Besson and the secondary data from Lucy movie directed by Luc Besson. The theory of 
Charles Sanders Pierce is used to uncover the sign on the object itself which consist of 
icon, index, and symbol to define the meaning of sign itself in the material object. The 
finding reveals that three kinds of sign are found in the movie script including icon, index, 
and symbol. The result of this research from the data, it shows that there are three kinds 
of sign that found in Lucy movie script and the researcher found 18 data which consist of 
33 signs, namely: 14 icons, 13 indexes, and 6 symbols. The meaning of the icon, index, 
and symbol found in Lucy movie script is about the drug packages themselves that called 
CPH4 and how its effects to Lucy and the distribution of CPH4 from Richard until to the 
people who are forced to work by Mr. Wang, one of them is Lucy. Then, Lucy's struggle 
to get all the CPH4 to save her life because of the harmful effects of the drugs that 
threatened her life. In addition there is also a moral message in the form of excessive 
reality about drugs. 
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INRODUCTION 
Lucy movie script is a thriller-
science-fiction written by Luc Besson. 
He is best known well as a French 
director and author. The movie script is 
about a woman named Lucy who lived 
and studied in Taipei, Taiwan. She was 
unwittingly connected with a traffickers 
headed by Mr. Wang who makes Lucy 
caught in the traffickers. It also makes 
herself contaminated with drugs as a 
result of being inserted into her stomach 
and experiencing leaks which ultimately 
affect the increase in the performance of 
Lucy's brain extraordinary. The story in 
Lucy movie script has a positive side that 
illustrates to the public about the harmful 
of the drugs of any type including CPH4. 
Yet, in the story of Lucy the movie script 
is told that CPH4 can improve brain 
performance. However, if people 
misjudge the reality of the story, it will 
be harmful. Therefore, as a reader or 
audience, they must be smart to judge 
and distinguish the reality in the story 
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and real life. Furthermore, the dialogue 
script contains many signs of semiotics 
in which the dialogue can be categorized 
as icons, indexes, and symbols. 
Therefore, the story and dialogue in the 
Lucy movie script will be investigated 
even deeper by the researcher using the 
semiotic approach by Charles Sanders 
Pierce.  
Semiotics is a study of sign. 
Semiotics studies suggest that the social 
phenomena of society and culture are 
signs, they study systems, rules, and 
conventions that deny signs of meaning. 
Peirce says that semiotics are based on 
logic, for logic learns how to reason, 
Peirce's reasoning is done through the 
signs. These signs according to Peirce 
allow us to think, connect with others 
and give meaning to what the universe 
shows. Humans have this diversity of 
signs in various aspects of life. Where 
the linguistic sign is the most important 
one. According to pierce, a sign is 
something which stands to somebody for 
something in some respect or capacity 
(Pierce, 1931). 
According to Charles Sanders 
Pierce, he used the semiotics term and 
divided the object of the sign into three 
categories: icon, index, and symbol. 
First, an icon is a sign that resembles the 
shape of an original object. Meaning also 
the relationship of sign and likeness of 
the object. That the intent of an icon is to 
give a message of its true form. Second, 
the index is a sign associated with things 
that are cause and effect. In this case, the 
sign has a relationship with the object 
objectively. That sign means the result of 
a message. The last one is a symbol. 
Symbols are signs connected with the 
signifier and the signified. That 
something was symbolic by the sign 
agreed upon by the signifier as a 
common reference. Suppose a red light 
means a stop, everyone knows and 
agrees that the red light means stop.  
The reason why the researcher chose 
this movie script is that the researchers 
consider that the story in the Lucy movie 
script has a positive value because it 
illustrates to the public about the dangers 
of drugs. Whatever type of drug is 
consumed, it will be harmful. Even 
though the drug called CPH4 in Lucy 
movie script can improve brain 
performance, and even people who are 
contaminated with the drug can do 
impossible things like controlling 
people, magnet, or electric waves, it still 
endangers Lucy's life because of the cells 
in her body that are not support because 
of drugs that enter her body. Therefore 
according to the researcher, the reader or 
the audience must be able to distinguish 
and assess the reality in the story. 
Furthermore, the researcher also gets 
some dialogues in the movie script 
which contain semiotics elements which 
for the researcher are directly related to 
the sign of the icon, index, and symbol. 
Then, the signs in the dialogue script 
have meaning regarding the spread and 
effects of drugs to users. So from the 
meaning of these signs can make people 
aware of the bad effects of drugs and 
how they are spread. After people are 
aware of the bad effects of drugs and one 
day they will avoid and stay away from 
drugs. So the researcher concludes that 
this object is worthy of research and is a 
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reference to the semiotics sign. And also 
this research aims at exploring all the 
signs in question from the icons, indexes, 
and symbols in a comprehensive manner 
in this movie script using a semiotics 
approach  
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This research is used qualitative 
method to analyze complete the data. 
The primary data collected by reading 
the movie script. Then, it will be describe 
the meaning of sign in terms of icon, 
index, and symbol of Lucy movie script 
by semiotics approach by Charles 
Sanders Pierce to find and collect the 
data that have used to accomplish this 
research. This method used to describe 
the signs meaning of icon, index, and 
symbol in Lucy movie script. The 
qualitative method also used to facilitate 
the data that was described and to 
respond the research question, how are 
symbolic meaning described in Lucy 
movie by Luc Besson.  The data focused 
on the object to reveal that the object are 
icon, index, and symbol in the movie 
script. From the description above, the 
researcher can state that qualitative 
method is the way of research that seeks 
to answer the question and the writer 
may produce findings that were not 
determined in advance and specific 
information about the object of the 
research. Then, the researcher 
categorized the data containing icon in 
bold, index in italic, and symbol in 
underline. 
FINDING AND DISCUSION 
Lucy is a thriller-science-fiction 
written by Luc Besson. The movie script 
is about a women named Lucy who lived 
and studied in Taipei, Taiwan. Lucy 
contaminated with the drugs called 
CPH4 which the effect is extremely 
increasing the brain performance. This 
move script contains a lot of data related 
to semiotics sign, then focused on the 
object itself namely icon, index, and 
symbol.. 
This research data found in the movie 
script described by using Pierce's theory 
of semiotics based on its object namely 
icon, index, and symbol. Icon refers to 
the similarity of signs and objects, for 
example, photos, maps, cars. The index 
refers to a causality, for example, smoke 
and fire. Symbol refers to the agreement, 
for example, someone wearing a red shirt 
means he is angry. The details of the data 
can be shown in the following data: 
 
Data 1  
 Object = The case  
 Kind of Sign = Icon (1 data) 
Richard : Lucy, it’s easy as pie. In, out, 
all done and dusted.  
Lucy : So, why don’t you do it 
yourself? 
Richard : For fun, that’s all! The last 
thing the guy is expecting is a 
total 10 turning up to deliver 
his case. It will blow his mind. 
C’mon! 
 
In this scene, Richard and Lucy are 
standing in front of a building. At that 
time Lucy is fantasizing and suddenly 
Richard brings her to his senses. Then 
Richard asks Lucy to deliver the case to 
the receptionist. But Lucy declines 
Richard's request. Then Richard 
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persuades her by saying that it is so easy 
and that the man will never suspect a 
beautiful woman who has delivered the 
case and that it will amaze her.  
 Representation 
Based on the data above, the 
researcher seen that the case in the dialog 
above is indicated to be an icon because 
the icon is a relationship of signs and 
objects or references that are similar. It 
can be seen in the dialogue that Richard 
asks Lucy to deliver the case to the 
receptionist. In the dialog, it appears that 
the case is iconic because the sign and 
object are similar. Then, the case is the 
physical object and a closed container 
used for storing the stuff on a trip. In 
other words, what Richard said in the 
dialogue is a sign, and the context that 
occurred in the dialogue Richard holds a 
case and asked Lucy to deliver it to the 
receptionist. A case is an object held by 
Richard in the context of the incident, so 
the sign and the object have a similarity. 
Therefore, a case can be categorized as 
an icon. The meaning of the icon above 
is so that Richard doesn't know what's 
inside because the case is an object that 
is covered outside used for travel. 
According to the data, the case in the 
movie script is storing the drugs called 
CPH4 then deliver to Mr. Wang. 
Data 2  
 Object = Lucy talking about her 
exams on Monday 
 Kind of sign = Index (1 data) 
Lucy : I gotta go. 
Richard : Hey, Lucy, Lucy!!! What are 
you doing ?? 
Lucy : I have exams on Monday, 
Richard. So I’m gonna take a 
shower and work! 
 
In the context of the dialogue above, 
Lucy is arguing with Richard in front of 
a building. At that time, Richard asks 
Lucy to bring the case to the receptionist 
inside the building. But Lucy declines 
because there are still many things she 
has to do. Because she is very tired after 
having party with Richard and friends 
last night. So Lucy is forced to go home 
quickly because she has an exam on 
Monday. 
 Representation 
Based on the data above, the phrase 
"I have exams on Monday, Richard. So 
I'm gonna take a shower and work!" is 
the cause, and the phrase" I gotta go." is 
the effect. It can be seen in the dialogue 
that Lucy looks exhausted and need to go 
home because she has an exam on 
Monday. Therefore she can't spend the 
time any longer. Furthermore, the 
researcher seen that the data is indicated 
to be an index. The meaning of the index 
above is, Lucy should go home soon 
because she can't spend the time any 
longer because she is tired after having 
party. And also Lucy has an exam on 
Monday, so she haven’t time to deliver 
the case because she is busy.  
Data 3  
 Object = Prehistoric woman 
 Kind of sign = Icon (1 data), index 
(1 data), symbol (1 data) 
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Richard : Hey, you know the other day, 
somebody dragged me to an 
exhibition--something about 
dinosaurs--and the first ever 
prehistoric woman was right 
there. Know what? Her name 
was Lucy. 
Lucy : And that's supposed to make 
me feel better? 
Richard : (realizes) Yeah, no, I mean ... 
Sorry! I guess I meant Lennon 
and McCartney's Lucy! 
 
Based on the context of the data 
above, Richard is arguing with Lucy 
because he wants Lucy to deliver the 
case to the receptionist inside the hotel. 
But Lucy declines and she wants to go 
home. Suddenly Richard holds Lucy's 
hand and says that he has gone to a 
museum and seen a prehistoric woman 
named Lucy. 
 Representation 
Furthermore, from the above data 
above, the researcher sees that the data is 
indicated to be an icon, index, and 
symbol. First, the data as an icon because 
the prehistoric woman named Lucy is 
similar as represented. According to 
Pierce, the icon is a sign in which the 
relationship between the sign and the 
object has a similarity in representing. In 
other words, prehistoric woman is 
physical or visual object or artifact found 
in prehistoric times and it has a historical 
value about human development. Then 
people who see historical objects will get 
their own satisfaction. Prehistoric 
woman above is an ancient human that 
has been frozen and put into a museum. 
The name of prehistoric woman is Lucy. 
The dialogue that Richard said about the 
prehistoric woman is a sign and the 
context of the situation in the dialogue 
where a scene that shows a prehistoric 
moment is an object displayed in a 
museum. In other words, what Richard 
said that is a sign and object of 
prehistoric women shown in the context 
of the incident have a similarity. 
Therefore, prehistoric women can be 
categorized as an icon. The meaning of 
the icon above, the prehistoric woman 
used by Richard to persuade Lucy 
because of the name is same like her. 
Richard says that one day he goes to the 
museum and sees a prehistoric woman. 
Richard tries to take Lucy's heart. He 
says that because maybe Lucy would 
think that she is proud about that and 
going to take the case and deliver it the 
receptionist.   
Second, the data is indicated as an 
index. As pierce says that index is a sign 
that has a causal relationship with what 
it represents. Also called a sign as proof. 
A prehistoric woman is a historical 
object that lived millions of years ago, 
then frozen as historical evidence. The 
meaning of index here, the meaning is as 
evidence and illustrates that in ancient 
times ancient humans had lived the same 
as humans today. 
Third, the data is indicated as a 
symbol. Pierce says that the meanings in 
a symbol are built through social 
agreement or through some historical 
tradition. As we know that the 
prehistoric woman has lived since 
millions of years ago. The meaning of 
the symbol here, it means that the 
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prehistoric woman symbolizes ancient 
human life in ancient times. 
Data 4 
 Object = The locked case 
 Kind of sign = Index (1 data) 
Lucy : What’s in the case? 
Richard : Paperwork. 
Lucy : Let’s see. 
Richard : It’s locked and only 
Mr.Wang has the code. I’m 
just the deliver boy.  
 
In the context of the situation above, 
when they are arguing, Lucy is curious 
about the contents of the case and asks 
what is in the case. Then Richard answer 
the paperwork and the case is locked and 
only Mr. Wang has the keys to the 
suitcase. 
 Representation 
Based on the dialog above, the 
phrase "only Mr. Wang has the code" is 
the cause, and the phrase "It's locked" is 
the effect. The key has 3 codes number 
in the case to open it and only Mr. Wang 
who knows the key numbers. So there is 
no one in the room can open the case 
even Richard or Lucy because they are 
just the courier. The meaning of the 
index, the case cannot be opened by 
anyone because only Mr.Wang knows 
the code to open the case. So, they don’t 
even know the content of the case are the 
package of drugs called CPH4. Actually, 
there is someone who paid Richard to 
deliver the case, but Richard asks Lucy 
to deliver it to the receptionist on behalf 
of Richard. When Lucy is curious about 
the contents of the case, she can’t find 
out because the case is locked and only 
Mr. Wang has the keys to open the case. 
Data 5  
 Object = Cowboy hat with Stetson 
brand 
 Kind of sign = Icon (1 data) and 
symbol (2 data) 
Lucy : Richard, seriously. There’s 
something fishy going on 
here. You should be careful 
Richard : Listen, it’s the third time this 
week I’m showing up in the 
same hotel with the same 
cowboy hat. They gotta be 
suspicious.  
Lucy : Problem solved.  
Richard : Lucy, Honey! I’ve done this 
dozen times! It’s paperwork! 
Probably some designs 
they’ve swiped so they can 
copy them. That’s how it 
works in this country. Even 
my Stetson was made here! 
Look! It says so on the label. 
 
In the scene above, Lucy is a little 
worried about Richard because it is 
feared that something is wrong with the 
case because Richard is paid a thousand 
dollars just to deliver paperwork. Then 
Richard also says that this is the third 
time this week he has to deliver the case 
with a cowboy hat on his head. It can be 
seen that Richard is tired of arguing with 
Lucy. But casually Lucy takes the 
cowboy hat and says that the problem 
solved. Then Richard explains again that 
he often does this, the case is just 
paperwork that they will copy, that's the 
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way it works in the country. Then 
Richard shows his cowboy hat which he 
called Stetson to Lucy made in Taiwan. 
 Representation 
Based on the data above, the 
researcher concludes that the cowboy hat 
is indicated as an icon and symbol. First, 
the cowboy hat as an icon because the 
sign and object are same as represented. 
The cowboy hat is a physical object. In 
other words, what Richard said about 
cowboy hats is a sign, and the context of 
the dialogue shows Richard is using a 
cowboy hat is the object. So the sign of 
the dialogue that Richard said and the 
object shows from the context of the 
situation in the dialogue have a 
similarity. Therefore, cowboy hat can be 
categorized as an icon.i  This cowboy hat 
is a high-crowned and wide-brimmed hat 
that is often worn by Americans 
specially in Texas, and cowboy hat can 
be used as a style to change the 
appearance. The meaning of the icon 
above, Richard has repeatedly go to the 
hotel with the case and wearing a 
cowboy hat. Cowboy hat worn by 
Richard actually makes him look 
attractive with a striking appearance. 
However, his appearance actually made 
people suspicious. Second, the cowboy 
hat as an icon. Pierce says that the 
meanings in a symbol are built through 
social agreement or through some 
historical tradition. The people knows 
that the cowboy hat is often used by 
Americans. In the story, the cowboy hat 
is worn by Richard when talking with 
Lucy. So, it means that the cowboy hat 
symbolizes the style of western style, 
especially Americans. Of course, 
Richard is American and often to use the 
cowboy hat. 
Furthermore, the cowboy hat 
Richard calls his Stetson is a symbol. 
Stetson is a hat brand produced by John 
B. Stetson Company. The Stetson hat is 
a very famous American hat style and is 
invented by Stetson himself in 1865. 
According to Pierce, he says that, “A 
symbol is a sign which refers to the 
object that is denotes by virtue of a law, 
usually an association of general ideas”. 
The Stetson brand is a symbol because 
people know that it is a western-style 
cowboy hat brand often used by 
Americans. The meaning of the symbol 
above, Richard tells Lucy that the 
cowboy hat he was wearing makes him 
look suspicious and conspicuous 
because of the Stetson brand. And 
Richard says that he often wear that 
cowboy hat, so it means that Richard is 
American because of the brand hat he 
wears.  
Data 6  
 Object = The note and case code 
 Kind of sign = Icon (1 data) and 
Index (1 data) 
Lucy : I don't know anymore ... I 
don't get it... They've put a 
note in front of me, with 
numbers on it. 
Phone voice : It's the code to open the 
case. 
Lucy : What's in the case? 
Phone voice : Nothing dangerous. 
 
The context in this scene, after Lucy 
is forced to deliver the suitcase to the 
receptionist because Richard's handcuffs 
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are handcuffed along with the case. 
When the receptionist contacts Mr. 
Wang to confirm the case, Lucy is scared 
when the men come and take Lucy to Mr. 
Wang's room. And just then Lucy sees 
Richard shot in front of the hotel. That 
make Lucy very scared. But when Lucy 
arrives at Mr. Wang's room, he sees 
several people who are killed and 
covered in blood. Lucy starting 
hysterical and crying in fear. And when 
Lucy meets Mr. Wang, Lucy says that 
she did not know anything about the 
case, she is only asked to carry the case 
and begs to cut the chains of cuffs only if 
he wants to take his case and do not need 
to cut her hand. Then Mr. Wang contacts 
a translator to communicate with Lucy. 
When they have a dialogue for a while, 
Mr. Wang writes a number on the paper. 
Then Lucy tells the translator on the 
phone, Mr. Wang write a number on the 
paper, what is in this case? The translator 
answer, it is the code to open the case. It 
is not dangerous. 
 Representation 
Based on the context of the data 
above, the researcher also found the icon 
in the data above. According to Pierce, 
signs and objects that have in common 
are an icon and the objects represented 
look the same. An existing sign make to 
be similar to the reference source 
visually. So the note in the data above is 
an icon because it's the same as what is 
represented. Furthermore, note is a 
physical object that is used to write small 
notes. The note is used by Mr. Wang to 
write down the code and give it to Lucy 
to open the case.  In other words, what 
Lucy said about a note in the dialogue is 
a sign. Then, context of situation in the 
dialogue shows that Mr. Wang write 
down the key numbers in the note, so the 
note is the object from the context of 
situation in the dialogue. The sign of the 
dialogue said by Lucy and the object 
from the context of situation in the 
dialogue have a similarity. Therefore, a 
note can be categorized as an icon. The 
meaning of the icon above, the note is 
used to write the code to open the case. 
Because of Mr. Wang is worried if there 
is a bomb in the case, he finally writes 
the case code on a note. Then Lucy is 
asked to open the case using the code 
given by Mr. Wang.  
Then, the researcher found index in 
the data. Pierce says that index is the sign 
connected with the object because of the 
cause and effect connection. The code 
written on the paper is the cause, and the 
case is the effect. The code written by 
Mr. Wang is the key to open the case. So, 
the researcher concludes that the data 
above is an index because there are a 
cause and effect on the data. The 
meaning of the index above, the code 
written by Mr.Wang is used to open the 
case. The code only Mr.Wang knows 
and other people don't know the contents 
of the case if the content are drugs. So 
just in case, he wants Lucy to open the 
case because no one knows maybe there 
is a bomb on it.  
Data 7 
 Object = The content of the case 
called CPH4 
 Kind of sign = Icon (1 data) 
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Phone voice : Now open the case. Can 
you describe the contents 
of the case? 
Lucy : Five transparent plastic 
pouches. Filled with a 
bluish powder... Maybe 
violet... Looks icky! 
Phone voice : Looks what? 
Lucy : Icky! 
Phone voice : Euh... Do you have 
another word?  
Lucy : Sick! Dirty! Disgusting! 
Shit in powder! Slumbag! 
You get it?! 
 
The context in this scene, when 
Lucy has a dialogue with Mr.Wang's 
translator. Suddenly Mr.Wang picked up 
a pen and wrote a number on the note. 
Then Mr. Wang's translator says that it is 
the code to open the case and he asks 
Lucy to explain the content. Lucy then 
explains the content of the case contains 
five transparent plastic pouches, filled 
with a bluish powder or violet.  
 Representation 
Based on the data above, the 
researcher found that Lucy's explanation 
of the content of that the case contains 
five transparent plastic pouches filled 
with bluish or purple powder and it refers 
to the drugs called CPH4. Pierce says 
that icon is refers to the object by 
similarity. In other word, what Lucy said 
about the five packages filled with a 
bluish powder or they called CPH4 is a 
sign. Then, the context of situation 
happen in the dialogue shows 5 packages 
drugs who Lucy said about it is the 
object. So the sign in the dialogue by 
Lucy and the object in the context of 
situation from the dialogue have a 
similarity. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that the CPH4 is iconic because it is 
similar to what is represented or the sign 
is similar to the reference source 
visually. The meaning of the icon above, 
content of the case is a drug called 
CPH4. The drugs will be sent to Europe. 
CPH4 is a new type of drug that is very 
dangerous, although the effects of these 
drugs can increase the ability of the 
brain, but drug users will not survive 
more than 48 hours. So, CPH4 is a type 
of dangerous drug that can improve the 
ability of the brain and to be sent to 
European countries. 
Then, the researcher found a symbol 
in the data. Pierce says that symbol is 
refers to the object by agreement or 
general ideas. The story in the dialogue 
shows that Lucy must mention the 
contents of the case in the form of 5 drug 
packages that are planned to be sent to 
Europe. Then the drug is tested on one of 
the addicts who is a prisoner. When the 
addict tries even a little of the drug, he 
suddenly behaves strangely and laughs 
continuously. Because disturbed by the 
addict, then Mr. Wang shots him. Based 
on its origin, CPH4 is actually a 
substance that is in the baby's spine that 
causes the baby to grow, but the 
substance was successfully created and 
distributed as a drug. This substance is 
very dangerous if consumed just a little 
because it can affect a person's 
personality and life. This is proven to 
Lucy when contaminated with the drug 
in which her personality changed and she 
could not survive more than 2 days. 
Based on these explanations, CPH4 can 
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be categorized as a symbol because 
CPH4 is the drugs and in reality the 
drugs are very illicit and very dangerous 
drugs for people. 
Data 8  
 Object = Scar in Lucy’s stomach 
 Kind of sign = Index (1 data) 
Lucy : What have you done to my 
stomach? 
The Limey: It's just a little horizontal slit. 
But it's very well done. 
You'll see, in a month the 
scar will be practically 
invisible. You'll be able to 
show your tummy off on 
Miami Beach next summer. 
Lucy : It's not the scar that worries 
me – 
The Limey: It's why we opened you up? 
Rest assured, we didn't 
harvest any of your organs. 
We merely slipped a small 
packet into your lower 
tummy. It will be removed as 
soon as you arrive in Los 
Angeles. 
Lucy : It's ... It's a packet of the 
powder that ... that was in the 
case? 
The Limey: Smart Girl. C.P.H.4, A 
prototype, for what we 
believe will be the next big 
thing in recreational drug 
use. 
 
Based on the context of the dialogue 
above, when Lucy is offered a job by Mr. 
Wang, Lucy refuses the offer and she is 
knocked unconscious.  When Lucy 
regains consciousness, her stomach has a 
bandage wrap and a lot of blood on her 
blanket. Then Mr. Wang's men open the 
door and tell him to wear clothes and 
then met with Mr. Wang. After she met 
with Mr. Wang, a British man welcome 
her and says that it is only a small 
incision under her stomach and will heal 
in one month. Lucy also says that it is not 
the scar she is worried about. The British 
man asks, "why opened you up?". He 
says that he only put in a small package 
which they called CPH4, which is a new 
type of drug. The British man says that 
they will take the package when they get 
to their destination.  
 Representation 
Based on the data above, "We 
merely slipped a small packet into your 
lower tummy" is the effect, and "It's why 
we opened you up?" is the cause. Lucy's 
stomach is opened up by them when she 
has fainted. When she regains 
consciousness, there is a bandage and 
lots of blood in her stomach and 
bandage. Then, Lucy asks the British 
man, actually what they have done to her 
stomach. The British man answers that it 
is only a small scar, they cut open Lucy's 
stomach because they put a CPH4 drug 
package into her stomach and send her to 
the destination country and they will take 
it again. So the researcher concludes that 
the scar in Lucy's stomach is an index 
because Mr. Wang's men put the drugs 
packet called CPH4 into her stomach to 
be sent to Europe country. The meaning 
of the index above, because of Lucy fells 
her stomach hurt and there is a stomach 
surgery on her, it turns out that the 
British man put a drug called CPH4 into 
her stomach and then the drug is sent to 
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European countries. So they split his 
stomach so that the drug package can be 
sent easily through the airport. Lucy 
can’t do anything. But Lucy tries to stay 
calm and understand the situation. Lucy 
is sent to Paris, as did 4 other men who 
experienced the same thing. 
CONCLUTION  
Based on the research of the data, 
the researcher can conclude that the 
signs in some dialogs of Lucy movie 
script can be described through a 
semiotics approach. The researcher 
focuses on the icon, index, and symbol 
of the movie script using Charles 
Sanders Pierce theory. Basically, 
according to Pierce, the sign is 
categorized into 3 parts, namely icon, 
index, and symbol. All of them have a 
particular meaning. The relationship 
between signs and objects can be 
represented using icons and indexes 
because they do not need approval. 
While symbols need approval and the 
process of meaning is more intensive to 
relate them to objects, because symbols 
can be interpreted as signs outside the 
object itself. Then, the researcher found 
18 data which consist of 33 signs, 
namely: 14 icons, 13 indexes, and 6 
symbols in Lucy movie script. In brief, 
the researcher result shows that the 
Pierce’s theory can be used to describe 
the meaning of the signs that contained 
in Lucy movie script. The meaning of the 
icon, index, and symbol found in Lucy 
movie script is about the drug packages 
themselves that called CPH4 and how its 
effects to Lucy and the distribution of 
CPH4 from Richard until to the people 
who are forced to work by Mr. Wang, 
one of them is Lucy. Then, Lucy's 
struggle to get all the CPH4 to save her 
life because of the harmful effects of the 
drugs that threatened her life. So, the 
meaning of these signs will make people 
aware of the ill effects of drugs and their 
distribution. After people are aware of 
the bad effects of drugs and one day they 
will avoid and stay away from drugs. 
 The moral message contained in the 
story of the Lucy movie script contained 
an excessive imaginative concept that 
make people believe in the excessive 
reality contained in the story. Although 
the story presented provides 
entertainment, knowledge, and 
information, we must be good at 
distinguishing between real reality and 
excessive reality. Although there are 
positive things that can be taken that is 
knowing how extraordinary humans are 
if the ability of the brain is more than 
10% which is proven wrong. And also, 
this excessive reality will be dangerous 
for children if they read the story because 
they will assume that drugs can turn 
people into superheroes. Therefore, 
adults need to accompany them so that 
the contents of the message in the story 
can be in accordance with their 
understanding. 
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